
GREEN FINANCING

Now, Work the Net-Zero Plan 
fossil fuels, and of sectors that will 
support this transition. Many initiati 
ves are already underway but remain 
uncoordinated. 
For example, the Hydrogen Corpus 

Fund (HCF), with an outlay of 296 
cIore, will be deployed by the petrole- 
umand natural gas ministry for 
finding multiple pathways forhydro- 
gen production. Then there is the 
National Adaptation Fund for Clima- 

varied fields. The mandate of this 
group would not just bee to plan econo 
micactivities that must be phased 
down or phased up, but to also ascerta- 

in the sources of finance. To avoid 
chaos, Iter-state efforts must also be 
coordinated. In the US, gas-dependent
states are using incentives to attract 

large EV manufacturers and RE 
projects. It is possible that througha 
more coordinated policy like the 
production-linked incentive (FPLI)and
the specialeconomic zones (SEZs), 
states can attract these activities.

Today, many PSUs in fossii fuel- 

dependentindustrieshave losses that 
are financed by Gol. With disirvest
mentand closure of mines, more 
money can be raised for greening the 
economy The use of proceeds from 
disinvestment parked in the National 
Investment Fund (NIP) can be ex- 
panded to include green projects.

With Gol having set its sigh 

net-zero, more finance will bemade 
available. Now to have a comprehensi-
ve plan available. Allocation for 

net-zero transition should now be 
made part of the annual budget 
exercise 
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Now to plant the money Budget 2022 proposes to bolster 

transition to net-zero by transforming teChange (NAFCC) set up with a 
thepower and transportation sectors 
responsible for more than 60% emis-
sions by extendingsupport to sunrise 
sectors like electric vehicles (EVs) 
and renewable energy (RE). Given 
thatan estimated$10.1 trillionis
needed tomeetnet-zerotargets, 
current support is not enough. To 
nudge private finance to cooperate, a 
broad contour of the transition

SOvereigngeen bond issuance by 
countries. In 2021, 22 countries had 
issued green and sustainability bonds. 
So, the budget proposal of a green 
SOvereign bond is welcome. But impor 

corpus of T350 crore for funding 
climate esilience in areas identified
under it with National Bank for 
Agriculture and Rural Development
(Nabard) as the implementingagency. tantdetails need to be ioned out. Despite these initiatives, the average 
annual ow of green finance has been states, coupon rate, domesticor fore relatively small at x141 lakh crore. 

Then there are state-level EV and RE 
plans. Tbscale up finance would 
require a broad policy framework and 
innovative approaches. The budget 
signals the latter in its thruston 
leveraging publicfinance for greater 
private participation. Thematicfunds
with 20% contribution from the state 
can be used for green projects. Moreo 
ver, a dedicated fund forgreen finance 
can helptide over acommon concern 

among private finance of credit 
enhancement. 

There has been a growing trend of 

These include access to finance by 

pathway is necessary. Even as tech-
nologies are evolving, the govern-
mentmust prepare. 

There aretwo core elements of the 
transition:a series of small plans that 
lead up to the structural transforma-
tion of local economies, and the 
channelling of finance. To direct 
finance, a detailed policy must chart 
the future course of instruments that 
will formalarge share of thenew 
economy of plans of phasing down 

ign issuance, and use of proceeds. 
With fiscal deficit acting as a constra 

int, green bonds will be a part of the 
total borowing plan. Nevertheless,
these bonds add a layer of accountabi-
lity through clearly specified outcomes 
while achieving social outcomes 
through lower carbon emissions.
The budget makes significant head- 

way by introducinglow-carbon 
economy as a core policy. Now, a 

strategy has to be formulated. For 
this, a separate agency that replicates 
the model of the Finance Commission National Instirute of Pubiic FirnaUY 
can be constituted with experts from 

on 
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